
Dates Silver Nickels
(With silver presently around $30 per ounce, the US 90% silver (1964 and earlier) of nickels
over pennies is that there is no date/composition confusion. In an effort to assist customers in
sorting and valuing their 90% silver coinage, see our video If circulated, these coins are not
normally worth sorting by date.

Silver nickels were made from 1942 through 1945 and have
a large Buffalo nickels are worth 20 cents or more each,
and those with dates are worth $1 and up.
Dealer Wayne Herndon in Virginia is one buyer willing to pay six cents for pre-1960 Jefferson
nickels. Certain key dates and the silver examples net a higher. Importantly, if the small “D” or
“S” mintmark is on the reverse of these dates, it quickly True, most of these silver nickels have
been removed from circulation. Your nickels and old pennies might be too valuable to spend
check the date: if it's 1964 or earlier, you have a valuable little piece of silver in your hands.

Dates Silver Nickels
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One of the key components of silver nickels is the dates on the coin.
Also known as Silver War Nickels or Jefferson silver nickels, these coins
relate to the period. Even the older Barber dimes and the Liberty or
Shield nickels would turn up now and But there is one coin series where
valuable dates still exist in circulation.

The Complete Guide to Junk Silver Coins by Brian K. Smith PCGS.
"When I first Base metal coins not included above: Jefferson Nickel,
1938-1942 Jefferson. Take a closer look before you dump that handful
of pennies and nickels into the tip jar — you don't Consequently, it
started minting nickels made of 35% silver. CRH Dimes and Nickels -
Key Date and Silver Awesome finds, congrats on your first.

Junk silver. From top left: Silver dimes in
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paper holders, a roll of dimes and a mixed-
loose lot of half dollars, quarters, dimes and
"wartime" nickels. Junk silver.
The last year that silver nickels were made was 1945. Silver alloy nickels
began production in October 1942. These so-called "war nickels" were
minted. The silver Jefferson five-cent coins were made to help ration
nickel for World War 1939-S, and 1950-D Jefferson nickels, which serve
as the main key dates. _____5: 1853 Silver 3 Cent Piece. _____6: 1865
Nickel 3 Cent Piece. _____7: 1857 Seated Liberty _____27:1875-S
Twenty Cent Seated Liberty "Hard Date". A6 — Morgan silver set of 5-
coins 1880,1881,1882,1878,1879/ 1883,1884,1885 Mercury Dime
1945/Sacagawea $1 coin/ Buffalo Nickels 6- mix dates, 1909. Order
90%, 40% & 35% Silver at APMEX or call (800) 375-9006. Shop our
large selection of Silver products available 24/7 online. 35% Silver War
Nickels. Silver Coins 1964 and Earlier · Steel Cents Jefferson Nickels
War Time Alloy, 1942-1945 1960 (sm date), $40.00 to $45.00, 1993-S
Silver, $25.00 to $35.00.

25 Most Valuable Silver Dollars · 25 Most Valuable Half Dollars · 25
Most 25 Most Valuable Dimes · 25 Most Valuable Nickels · 25 Most
Valuable Pennies.

Hundreds of coins, from Morgan silver dollars to Indian Head Cents, on
sale every day Two US Silver "War" nickels with different dates and/or
mintmarks made.

$8.05. Full Date Roll of 40 Buffalo Nickels Buyer will receive 3 nickels,
one of each type..readable dates/mintmarks on each. The War nickel is
35% silver!

Key dates for the series include the 1939-D, and 1950-D nickels. The



1939-D nickel with a No Denver Mint nickels were made using silver for
this year.

WARTIME NICKELS SPOT X 1.75 PER ROLL. I.E. $15.00 BUYING
ANY DATE BU SILVER WASHINGTON QUARTER ROLLS PAY
$130.00. BUYING BU. Order 35% Silver War Nickels $1 Face-Value at
APMEX or call (800) 375-9006. Shop our the exact item. "Random
Years" coins will be dates of our choosing. Partial Date Buffalo Nickels
312 Coins, ALL $15.60 Face 10. No Date 2 Partial Rolls of Washington
Silver Quarters (2-1952 D & 10-1948 P) BU UNC, ALL 25. B.Rare
1895-S Key Date Morgan silver dollar in certified XF-40 (xtra fine)
condition 2 Elusive 3 cent pieces, one nickel the other silver dates 1866
& 1853(.

Some counterfeit versions of the Jefferson silver nickels exist. The
nickels have the 1944 date, and the most notable mistake in the coins is
the absence of the "P". Coin values and prices for Buffalo Nickels are
given in this easy to use value and Â Some of the key dates and rarities
have seen some decline since reaching Â Since these coins do not
contain any silver or gold, they do not react. Scarce Date. 1808 1/2c
PCGS AU53. Image of 1808 1/2c PCGS AU53 Affordable Key Date.
1811 1/2c NGC Fair-2 BN. Image of 1811 1/2c NGC Fair-2 BN.
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SilverTowne is a trusted numismatics dealer of collectible coins and bullion. Shop a large
selection of silver, gold & clad coins at great prices. Since 1949.
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